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Acquisition Grant Application Cover Sheet

Basic Information

Project Title
Niesen Ranch Agricultural Conservation
Easement

Location (County and Nearest City) Nevada County, Grass Valley

Distance to nearest city or census designated
place

On the border (0.0 miles) of Penn Valley, a
Census Designated Place.

2.9 miles from the City of Grass Valley.

Real property interest to be acquired X Easement ☐ Fee

Located within a priority population X Y ☐ N [Census tract number]

Priority Population Status

X Y ☐ N

Project Funding
A: SALC Acquisition Request Amount $ 975,000
B: SALC Associated Costs Request: $50,000
C: SALC Management Plan or Carbon Farm
Plan Request
D: SALC Total Grant Request (A+B+C) $1,025,000
Match Amount (toward easement value only) $275,000
Matching Funds Source Bargain Sale
Status of Match Verbal agreement - Agreement in process
Does all or a portion of the match come from
another CCI program?

☐ Y X N List:

Estimated Easement Fair Market Value $1,300,000
Estimated Fee Title Fair Market Value (fee
acquisitions only)

N/A

https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/lowincomemapfull.htm


Applicant Information
Applicant Bear Yuba Land Trust
Federal Employer ID Number 68-0256981
Mailing Address PO Box 1004, Grass Valley, CA 95945
Contact Person Erin Tarr
Title Executive Director
Phone Number 530-272-5994 x 205
Email Address erin@bylt.org
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Executive Summary

Niesen Ranch (“the Ranch”) is one of the few remaining historic ranches in Nevada County,
California. It is approximately 106 acres and since the 1850’s the Niesen family has owned
and managed this land as an active livestock ranch. The Ranch is located in Penn Valley, an
active agricultural community that is just 3 miles from the CIty of Grass Valley. The Ranch
provides year-round pasture to one of the largest grass-fed cattle operations in Nevada
County. The 40 miners inches of water purchased from Nevada Irrigation District allow ample
irrigated pasture to sustain the cattle operation during the dry summer months. There are
approximately 40 cow/calf pairs on the property through a lease with Nevada County Free
Range Beef. Nevada County Free Range Beef is veteran owned and operated and they sell
their products direct to consumers as well as at local grocery stores and restaurants.

The pre-proposal concerns were related to the Preliminary Title Report. The mortgage will be
paid off at closing and the exception related to farmworker housing was for a parcel that
was sold many years ago and was removed. The exception regarding Nies Cliff Lane remains
on title. This road has never been used by the public. We don’t expect it to cause any issues.

The project meets multiple program goals including protection of agricultural lands that
support infill and compact development. The Penn Valley Area Plan has designated housing
areas within their boundaries to accommodate increasing population size. The Ranch is
outside the boundaries of the Penn Valley Community and is not needed for infill. However,
keeping the agricultural operations sustainable is a big benefit to this community due to the
high water availability and convenient location next to the feed shop and Highway 20. The
Area Plan also puts emphasis on the importance of agriculture and states “Agriculture is the
heart of the community”. Additionally, this project supports every goal of Executive Order
N-82-20 by protecting food security and economic sustainability, protecting biodiversity,
combating climate change by keeping irrigated pasture, and helps advance equity for
ranchers who are feeling the pressures of increased costs.

Over the years, this area of the community has maintained a strong agricultural economy
and landowners have held onto their land amidst increased development pressures. The
landowners seek a purchased conservation easement to ensure their agricultural operation
can continue and to protect the land from subdivision and development. The family is at a
place where they need to make decisions for the future of the Property. An Agricultural
Conservation Easement is the main tool that will ensure Niesen Ranch will remain
undeveloped and productive into the future.
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Acquisition Summary Sheet

General Information
Project Title Niesen Ranch Agricultural Conservation Easement

Landowner Name(s)/ Ownership
Structure

Duane and Kathryne Niesen
Fee Title

Street Address of Property (or
nearest cross streets)

16735 Rough & Ready Hwy,  Rough & Ready, CA 95975

Project APN(s) 053-150-028

Project Acreage

Total Project Acreage
(Assessor’s Acreage)

106.64

Irrigated Acres 40 acres

Non-irrigated / Grazing Acres 50 acres

Nonagricultural Acres 16 acres
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Landowner/Lessee Demographics

Items in the demographics section should be completed for the landowner or lessee
who farms or ranches the property. For properties farmed or ranched by the
landowner but where ownership of the property is held by more than one individual
or by a company or trust, complete this section for the individual(s) who manage(s)
the day-to-day operations of the farm/ranch. Information on gender, race, and
ethnicity is for informational purposes only and will not be considered in project
selection.

The property is farmed/ranched by:
☐ Landowner
X Lessee
☐ Both

The person who farms/ranches the property lives in:
☐ A disadvantaged community

Census tract number:      
☐ A low-income household (refer to Health and Safety Code section 39713(d)(1))

Annual Household Adjusted Gross Income1:      
☐ A low-income community (refer to Health and Safety Code section 39713(d)(2))

Census tract number:      
X None of the above

The person who farms/ranches the property is:
☐ A beginning farmer
X A Veteran
☐ None of the above

1 Applicants may be asked to provide proof of landowner/lessee income, including tax
return information, for verification upon request.
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The gender of the person who farms/ranches the property is:
☐ Female
X Male
☐ Non-binary
☐ Do not wish to identify/does not apply

The race/ethnicity of the person who farms/ranches the property is (check all that

apply):
☐ African American
☐ Native American
☐ Alaskan Native
☐ Hispanic
☐ Asian American
☐ Native Hawaiian

☐ Pacific Islander
X White
☐ Other_____________________
☐ Do not wish to identify/does
not apply

Sale and Subdivision

Would proposed acquisition prohibit further
subdivision of existing legal parcels? (please
explain)

x Y ☐ N Explanation: This parcel is zoned
AG-10 and could be subdivided into 10 lots.
This conservation easement would prevent
this parcel from being subdivided.

Would proposed acquisition prohibit sale of
existing legal parcels separately from other parcels
in project area? (please explain)

☐ Y x N Explanation: It is one parcel

Water and Mineral Rights

Water Rights and Source(s)

Nevada Irrigation District canal allocation:
40 miners inches are purchased each year for
agricultural use to irrigate pastures.
Multiple wells on site (4) for domestic use.

Third party mineral rights holder(s)? ☐ Y x N Explanation:

Severed mineral rights? ☐ Y x N Explanation:

Evidence of past mining? ☐ Y x N Explanation:

Existing and Reserved Single-family Residences
Number of single-family (SF) residences currently
on the property

1

Approximate size of each SF residence (square
footage of living area)

3,000
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Number of additional SF residences to be
reserved in easement (if any):

2

Size restriction (sq. ft), if any, on reserved and/or
existing SF residences

under 3,000 s.f.

Existing Farm Labor Residences
Number of farm labor residential structures/units
currently on property

3 (non-permanent structures)

Approximate size of each farm labor residence
(square footage of living area)

Trailers

Building Envelopes

Existing Building Envelope(s) on the property?
Number:  1    
Approximate Acres (each): 5  acres     

Additional Building Envelope(s) to be reserved
(e.g., residential, ag. employee, agricultural
infrastructure)?

Number:  1    
Approximate Acres (each): 1 acre     

If the location(s) of the additional Building
Envelopes have not been identified, will the deed
language establish a process for the identification
of the future building envelope(s)?

☐ Y☐ N N/A

Additional Information
Other Reserved Rights (e.g., oil and gas site, solar,
communication towers)

Please list:  PG&E Powerline easements &
solar panel lease

Any critical deadlines?

Please describe: Family needs conservation
easement in order to continue their
agricultural operation. The costs continue to
rise.
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Narrative Questions (6 page max)

1. Describe how the proposed project will support long term, economically viable,
commercial agricultural production, including whether the property has
adequate water availability and water quality for agricultural purposes.

Niesen Ranch is one of the remaining historic ranches in Nevada County. Since
the 1850’s the Niesen family has owned and managed this land as an active
livestock ranch. Over the years, this area of the community has maintained a
strong agricultural economy and landowners have held onto their land amidst
increased development pressures and offers from developers. The Ranch
provides year-round pasture to one of the largest grass-fed cattle operations in
Nevada County. The 40 miners inches of water purchased from Nevada Irrigation
District allow ample irrigated pasture to sustain the cattle operation during the
dry summer months. There are approximately 40 cow/calf pairs on the property
through a lease with Nevada County Free Range Beef. Nevada County Free
Range Beef sells their products directly to consumers as well as at local grocery
stores including the BriarPatch Food Co-Op in Grass Valley and SPD Markets in
Nevada City and Grass Valley and many local restaurants.

The Penn Valley community has a longstanding agricultural heritage, starting
with the Gold Rush in the mid-1800s and handed down from generation to
generation. This has created vertically integrated ancillary businesses including
farm supply, farm financing institutions, local supply chain, and politically
engaged support organizations such as the Farm Bureau, Nevada County
Resource Conservation District, Natural Resource Conservation Service, Future
Farmers of America, 4H, UC Cooperative Extension, and a statewide recognized
agricultural County Fair - the largest of its kind. Further, directly adjacent to the
ranch is the Simply County store which has been run by the same family for 56
years and is an integral resource for the community.

Niesen Ranch is one of the historic ranches from the 1800’s that makes up the
rural quality of life that is critical to the continued economic sustainability of this
region.

2. Describe how the project will support infill and compact development and is
likely to be converted to non-agricultural uses in the near future.

This property is on the boundary of Penn Valley which is a census designated
place with plenty of vacant land within its boundaries for infill and development.
The Penn Valley Area Plan was updated in 2020 and does not identify Niesen
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Ranch within its boundaries. However, the Ranch does border the Plan Area on
the northeast corner.

Penn Valley is a rural, agricultural community and relies on the blue oak
woodlands, irrigated pastures, and grasslands for food production. Protecting
the properties that have the infrastructure (water, fences, corrals, etc) to support
continued agricultural operations is beneficial to the economic development
and sustainability of the area.

3. Describe how the project meets one or more of the following program goals:
This project will meet several SALC program goals including contributing to
carbon neutrality, building climate resilience, contributing to the State’s effort to
combat climate change and food insecurity, and protecting biodiversity.
Descriptions are below.
a. contributes to carbon neutrality

In the Nevada County Regional Transportation Plan (2015-2035) under the
Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Emission section it states that a main
goal of the Plan is to:  Recognize the rural contribution towards GHG
reduction for counties that have policies supporting development within their
cities and protecting agricultural and resource lands. P rotection of Niesen
Ranch will directly support this goal by protecting agricultural land and
reducing vehicle miles traveled to nearby cities including Grass Valley (3
miles), Yuba City (29 miles), and Sacramento (62 miles).

b. supports sustainable land management
The Ranch supports a local grass-fed beef operation that the community
relies upon. Land conversion and loss of irrigated pasture has devastating
effects on sustainable cattle operations such as Nevada County Free Range
Beef.

c. supports coordinated land use planning
Protection of the agricultural and conservation values on the Ranch is
consistent with the Nevada County General Plan and the Penn Valley
Community Plan.

d. builds climate resilience
California has experienced the impacts of climate change via the increased
frequency, magnitude, and intensity of wildfires and drought. This pattern is
expected to continue into the future but protecting Niesen Ranch can help
mitigate these impacts.
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Over the past 3 years Nevada County has seen a dramatic increase of large
ranches and vacant lands getting split up into 20 - 80-acre pieces and sold
for these uses. This pattern has further threatened the availability of water due
to increased wells being drilled for residential use and irrigation water being
diverted for landscaping purposes. Protecting Niesen Ranch will prevent this
development and ensure groundwater recharge onsite.

Niesen Ranch is located within a high wildfire hazard zone but given that it is
primarily open space and has access to plenty of water it could act as a
buffer and reduce catastrophic wildfire damage to nearby communities and
natural resources in Penn Valley (See Fire Severity Zones Map). In the event of
a fire, the Ranch could also act as a staging area for Cal Fire and/or as an
area for the community to shelter in place on the green pastures.

e. reduces risk from extreme climate events
Nevada County has been experiencing extreme climate events in the form
of increased severity and duration of the wildfire season. The ability to buffer
communities with irrigated pastures provides multiple benefits. The Ranch can
act as a fuel break, staging area, or shelter in place for the community.

f. contributes to the State’s effort to combat climate change
Protecting family forestland is part of California’s effort to combat climate
change. Niesen Ranch has approximately 40 acres of forestland on the
property. The forest provides wildlife habitat, carbon sequestration, and
shade to the riparian corridor along Grub Creek. Protecting Niesen Ranch will
ensure the forest remains intact and continue to provide benefits to the
Niesens, wildlife, and State at large.

g. safeguards the State’s economic sustainability and food security
The landowners have a grazing lease with Nevada County Free Range Beef
(NCFRB). NCFRB is owned and operated by a local veteran and he runs
approximately 40 cow/calf pairs on the property throughout the year. NCFRB
sells their products directly to consumers as well as at local grocery stores and
restaurants. NCFRB products are a staple in the community. Protecting Niesen
Ranch ensures that NCFRB can continue to operate in the area and provide
nutritious locally grown food to community members.

h. protects biodiversity
In addition to protecting the agricultural operation onsite and improving the
agricultural economy in the community, conserving Niesen Ranch will also
protect biodiversity. According to data from The Nature Conservancy, Niesen
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Ranch has average to high resilience (see TNC Resilient Sites map). The areas
with high resilience represent natural strongholds for biodiversity because they
contain many microclimates in a highly connected area which creates
climate options for species allowing them to persist now and into the future.

Similarly, according to data from the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife’s Areas of Conservation Emphasis, Niesen Ranch provides above
average terrestrial habitat, signifying that protecting the Ranch is important
to the conservation of biodiversity in the area (See Terrestrial Significant
Habitats map).

Further, data from the California Natural Diversity Database highlights eleven
CNDDB species within five miles of Niesen Ranch, including five threatened or
endangered species (See CNDDB map). Protecting the Ranch could help
protect these species as development pressures increase and climate
changes.

4. Describe how the acquisition will advance equity and opportunity in the
following way:

a. Provides secure land tenure for farming or ranching on the property to a
beginning or veteran farmer or rancher, or a farmer or rancher who lives in a
priority population.

The Niesen’s have had a grazing lease with Nevada County Free Range Beef
(NCFRB) since 2012. NCFRB is veteran owned and operated by a rancher
whose family arrived in Nevada County in the 1870s. NCFRB sells their beef at
local restaurants and markets including BriarPatch Food Co-Op in Grass
Valley and SPD Markets in Grass Valley and Nevada City. Protecting Niesen
Ranch with a conservation easement will ensure NCFRB can continue their
grazing operation into the future.

5. Describe how the acquisition provides co-benefits beyond the program goals,
including environmental, economic, public health, or other co-benefits.

Environmental Co-Benefits
Conserving Niesen Ranch will provide numerous environmental benefits including
protection of land of special environmental significance as well as protection of
open space and viewsheds. Data from The Nature Conservancy shows that
Niesen Ranch is a resilient site, which means that it has the capacity to maintain
species diversity and ecological function as the climate changes (See TNC
Resilient Sites map). Additionally, conserving Niesen Ranch will also protect the
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watershed as a conservation easement will prevent future subdivision and
depletion of groundwater resources. Similarly, a conservation easement will
protect against cannabis operations that may illegally hunt wildlife, clear
forestland, draw water from Grub Creek, or use chemicals to manage their crop.

Economic Co-Benefits

Protection of the agricultural lands in this community will provide economic
benefits long-term. Ensuring valuable pasture land remains in production allows
those operating grazing operations the ability to remain competitive in the
market and provide and retain local jobs.

Public Health Co-Benefits

Nevada County Free Range Beef (NCFRB) has a grazing lease with the Niesens
and provides high quality grass fed beef products directly to consumers and
several local grocery stores and restaurants. In addition to providing a revenue
stream to the Niesens and providing the community with high quality local food,
grazing and irrigating the pasture on the property can provide a buffer to
catastrophic wildfire. This in turn can help reduce the risk of wildfire-related
health impacts to the community.
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Applicant Resolution of Support

Attached on next page
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Notification Letter to the Planning Director

Attached on next page
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Preliminary Title Report and Assessor’s Parcel Map(s)

Attached on next page
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Appraisal/Support for Estimated Acquisition Value

Attached on next page
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Landowner Letter of Intent

Attached on next page
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